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Then quietly

so as not to wake them up
he takes from one of them
the charger for a nokia
and returns
to hell
to his
blonds.
–Serhiy Zhadan, LUKOIL
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Editor’s Note
In the wake of large public attacks and tragedies like Paris or
Beirut, people are desperate to have the right words. Facebook is
flooded with people scrambling to have the exact right stance, the
right transcription of a John Oliver sketch, and soon afterwards
we have writers, poets, and musicians trying to play catch-up. I
remember that jealousy when I heard Ryan Stone read “Tears for
Gaddafi” at my first In/Words Reading Series four years ago. I
remember that darker part inside me wishing for some imaginary
tragedy to highlight my perfectly poignant political stance and
empathy as I craft the perfect response.
I’ve grown since then. I still think “Tears for Gaddafi” stands the
test of time, as does Raymond Souster’s “Somalia,” as do many
others, but these days I think of different faces. I think of Serhiy
Zhadan who is featured on the epigraph. I think of Serhiy who
wrote of the post-socialist 90’s that brought him up. I think of
Serhiy who published in Ukrainian when to do so was bold and few
considered it a language worth publishing. I think of the same
Serhiy having his skull bashed by Russian nationalists, the flag
dragged to his bloody face as he kisses out a “go fuck yourself.”
Since then, I haven’t seen a poem from Zhadan about the civil
war, and these days I don’t think I need to. There is still a certain
nobility in reaching out to these distant conflicts. They may even
feel close, and if that is your prerogative, go for it. But, if you find
yourself struggling to connect this hurt with your own Western
life, then don’t. Find a quiet corner of Etobicoke, or Knoxville, or
Stittsville and write from your own experience. It may not be the
flavour of the month, you may struggle to get it published, but it is
important, it is valid, it is necessary.
–Drew Douglas
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A POEM BY AMANDA EARL

three poems for Rudi Brocade
(1)
I want to write under a pseudonym
named Rudi Brocade
Rudi doesn’t share what’s in their pants
with strangers their genders their
business on any given day they
move from lace collared pjs to plaid
dungarees & what the fuck
does that have to do with
gender anyway I don’t want
to misrepresent Rudi they have
a voice of their own seriously
they do. so I’m gentle here
I try to listen Rudi talks to me or they
sing I’d like to rock them in my arms
& reassure them that they needn’t be
afraid but I can’t. what do I know
about anything really this isn’t about
me so I’ll shut up I want to let Rudi
talk but first I have to listen
Rudi could be my child or my lover
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don’t be disturbed they are neither
so quietly at first I have to
strain to hear their voice.
sometimes they’re in the mood
for long blonde hair or
short black spikes dangly
earrings boxer briefs
vintage punk tees
their blue eyes so often
full of tears the envy of oceans
there is no one like Rudi
but so many like Rudi
themselves & no other
not boxed in to some
fucking binary category
doesn’t it make you feel
claustrophobic to be trapped
by language like that
I take their cold hands in mine
Rudi is never warm enough
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(2)
so yeah Rudi is a badass how
best to convey their toughness
in the face of fucking torture
in high school ignorant sadistic
kids who beat the shit
out of anyone who wouldn’t
baa with the masses I was
there when Rudi cried you
have to know anybody would
have but they did it in private
they covered their black eye
with make-up they didn’t
say a word to their father
that prick who would have
added to their beating had already
done so many times I cry for Rudi
I can’t deny that they used
from time to worst time hot
knifing on the stovetop red
rings of the element glowing tin
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foil crinkled up into a ball after
Rudi on their side on the floor
curled up in the corner
(3)
someone should write
a whole fucking opera
about Rudi Brocade
about all the Rudi Brocades
I know it’s not enough anyway
I’m not up to the task it’s
not my place I’m helpless
Note:
Europe’s Trans Murder Monitoring (TMM) project systematically
monitors, collects and analyses reports of homicides of trans people
worldwide. According to the project, there were 1,731 cases of
reported killings of trans and gender-diverse people from January
1st, 2008 to December 31st,, 2014.
http://www.transrespect-transphobia.org/
I wrote these thinking about empathy & appropriation of voice.
Where do we draw the line? How can a writer not write about what
troubles them? Are we not all the same, all humans & all
individuals who can’t bear to see each other suffer, who want to
celebrate our differences not destroy one another for them? Read
the real stuff here: http://hellopoetry.com/tag/genderfluid/
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A POEM BY LUNA DE SALTERAIN

Words of the Brave #10
It’s Not Always Words
It doesn’t have to be about anyone,
				
that’s the beauty of this.
That you can bleed your whole heart out
					
through twisted metal,
			
trace your soul
				
on paper napkins,
and paint the grooves of your brain
					
on the fucking sky,
		
and no one has to know
				
for whom
					
or for what purpose.
		that anonymity,
				
it’s precious
			
(especially to the perpetually frightened)
So you must understand
			
the utter importance
		
of all you know.
It doesn’t have to be about anyone,
				
but it is.
(it always is)

...
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A POEM BY CLARISSA FORTIN

Vibrator Sestina
I tell my sister I want a vibrator
“Me too,” she whispers. We cackle. The line
crackles with the spark of our ambition.
As quiet Catholic girls we once hoped
To be chaste and pure ‘till blessed marriage
Now we plot together for a grand sin.
No one ever told us “pleasure is sin.”
No one ever said, “sin looks like a vibrator.”
We learned instinctively from a marriage
Of weird shame and weirder saints.
A long line of blue robed girls,
Mary’s daughters hoped
To reach that mythical ambition.
Now we hope for a vibrator.
Because we heard Saint Teresa’s line
We know something “made her moan,” without marriage.
My mind wasn’t meant to wait for marriage.
But I never could act on my ambition
A bored girl at church singing a nice hymn line
About Solomon, unaware of her sinful imagination run rampant – a vibrator
in her mind: not quite what the saints had hoped.
“How will we get it?” a repeating line
“Where will we get it?” We both really hope
to be cool. To say as we wear our sleeves on our sin:
“One vibrator please!”, as sure as marriage
and brave in our battery powered ambition.
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Charming women. Storm-makers. Vibrators.
Are we marriage material? The straight line
of hoped for virtue, of dull ambition,
Dissolves with the lovely sin of the vibrator.

“MY VAGINA” BY VANESSA FLEISING
WOVEN ON HAND-MADE LOOM, STRING, FEATHER, TOY BABY, BUTTERFLY WING, 9” X 6”

A POEM BY AVERY OLFORD

Under Your Influence
I get addicted to people. The old woman at the ticket booth who
called me beautiful, the lady I saw at the supermarket rubbing her
pregnant belly and carting around a two year old, you. I am
addicted to the thought of people. That man walking down the
street carrying a bouquet of flowers, my best friend who loves me
but never says it, you and I growing old together.
I’m still married to my past. His hand on the back of my neck, the
way he said my name, the spiral I went into when he left just like
those before him. Withdrawal.
Present - your smile, your fingers tracing my spine, the way you
haven’t gotten scared yet. I become dependent on people and then
they leave. I’m terrified to care again. I don’t know how to be with
you, without being under your influence. I don’t know how to love
you without getting addicted.
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A POEM BY CHRISTINE LYONS

looking up
eyes up i follow the current
til shoreline merges with waves
the same way you follow drops
of wine upstairs to bed
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PROSE BY ALICIA HANIFORD

Word-of-Mouth
They say there’s a witch in the woods.
They say some people stumble across her by accident, and
some set out to look for her, and others search for years without
coming across her little white-washed cottage perched precariously
on the edge of its cliff, with the pounding of waves echoing around
the sloped ceilings of its cramped attic—she’s that good.
They say she has three cats. Of course. It’s in the job
description. Not black, though; two golden tabbies and an
enormous Maine Coon, the size of a small Labrador according to
some who’ve seen it sleeping on her porch, huge paws twitching
and damp nose snuffling as it dreams. Some claim she just tamed
one of the wild beasts that roams through the trees at night. She
can do that sort of thing. They say she’s a proper witch, with the
overgrown garden and the strange things in jars and the skulls (lots
of skulls, mice and muskrats and frogs, just little things, strung up
from the ceiling with bits of old fishing line, and when the wind
rattles in through the windows their delicate jaws start to
chatter). But she doesn’t have warts, which is disconcerting. Some
say, diplomatically, that she’s rather pretty, in her own way; most
agree she’s plain, even a little mousy. But she’s young, they say, and
they say young with lowered voices and knowing looks so that you
find yourself nodding along, your brows folding into an instinctive
frown as you condemn her audacity.
They say you can go to her to make someone fall in love,
which is common, or out of love, which is less so—typical
storybook stuff. Or you can go to her for luck: good for you, good
for your friends, bad (perhaps morbidly so) for your enemies. She
can give you directions—back to old mistakes, ahead to
half-formed dreams, or simply out of the woods and home to your
own front door. You can go to her for curing your baby’s colic, or
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arranging mysterious accidents, or making sure people’s eyes skip
over the patch of earth (roughly six feet by three) freshly dug at the
foot of your garden.
For dulling a craving.
For changing your face.
For filling the dark pit that yawns, threatening to engulf
you, whenever you close your eyes, or for calming the way your
gaze catches and lingers on the scuffed-up black handles in the
knife-block, your fingers twitching, your skin itching as you walk
past.
And so on. There are many reasons.
They say she’ll do it all—if you’re willing to pay the price.
Sometimes it’s a trifle: the first thing you pull out of your left-hand
pocket. A homemade loaf of rye bread, or the unbroken sanddollar you found on the beach when you were eight years old and
on holiday in the Virgin Islands, the one you’ve been keeping on
your chest-of-drawers ever since (she knows, they say). Sometimes
it’s more. The memory of your first kiss; the ecstatic contentment
of seeing the sun sink over a calm lake. That sort of thing, notable
only in the ache of its absence once she’s bottled it up and hidden it
away.
Sometimes the price is too much, or it should be. Your eyes.
Or ten, twenty years—of what, she won’t tell you. Or… a child (she’s
not picky; it doesn’t have to be the firstborn. She’ll take any less
loved than the rest. Or so they say).
They say she keeps a jar of stones, smoothed and rounded as
quail-eggs, on her kitchen table—stones that seem to shift uneasily, of their own accord. Watch out, they say. If she picks up a stone
to roll around in her delicate, sun-freckled fingers, it means she’s
trying to steal your soul.
They say—
Well.
And where, in the midst of all their curlicues and fearful
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poetry, their wide-eyed story-weaving, the cotton-candy haze of
their romantic reveries—where is that single shining grain? Where
is the sliver of quartz in the clouds of dust, dust with the sweetness
of icing sugar yet dust nonetheless? Where is the truth?
They say there was a boy in the woods, the carpenter’s son.
He went looking for her, they say, not from desperation but
curiosity, for the sake of the challenge. See—here he comes through
the trees in his torn jeans, his father’s axe slung over his broad
shoulders (headstrong does not mean foolhardy). Here he stops,
staring up at the cottage’s peeling whitewash. He shifts the axe over
his shoulder. He knocks at the door.
Here is the witch serving him tea from her big black kettle.
The boy’s lips twitch involuntarily at the first sip, but milk and
honey disguise its bitterness. His gaze slides over the skulls, over
the strange things in jars. Across the knife-scarred table he meets
her eyes: one a muddy, unremarkable brown, the other cobwebbed
and blind.
Look, see the satisfaction on his freckled face. This is all that
makes her the witch. He’s pinned her down like a butterfly, pierced
through the thorax in a velvet box.
“What would you like?” she asks.
“To know,” he says. He sips from his teacup again, grinning
his crooked grin, and she smiles. Under the table, the weight of a
stone presses into her palm.
The forest’s shadows stretch towards the cottage, spindly
branches clutching at the walls until they pull it into darkness.
Eventually a dishwater grey dawn creeps in the windows, and the
floorboards creak as the witch clears two cups of cold tea from the
table. The axe she takes out to the woodshed.
They say (and it may be that their authority is more
genuine, more trustworthy, than the truth) that you should visit
her if you’re brave, or desperate, or just lost in the woods. But you
should be careful, because they say I’ll steal your soul.
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A POEM BY CHRISTINE LYONS

errythins alright
dads drinkin again & granny forgot her keys under the beware of
dog sign she bought after she put her dog down but before joe my
third uncle threw his back out fallin off the ladder when he was
cuttin down that big oak i planted years ago after it was a weed in
the garden & mom shouted thats a weed in the garden my brother
two years older than myself told me it grew too tall & broke the
neighbours balcony which cost two thousand to repair but still isnt
repaired & since im not home to argue they chopped er down or
tried to before joe fell off the ladder in the yard & granny crossin
the street on her way to the hospital dropped her keys down the
esophagus of the old crow livin cross the street the crow also
swallowed granny’s arm up to the elbow so now shes rollin on
a gurney next to joe my third uncle with the bad back & were
watchin this from the waitin room wine fillin dads eyes
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A POEM BY IAN MARTIN

echos
once i was a bricklayer.
i layed house-shaped piles of bricks.
i dreamed of house-shaped people who could fit exactly inside.
they would not have room to breathe or move at all.
their thoughts would wriggle away
through holes in the mortar.
i dreamed i was a bricklayer.
i made people-shaped piles of bricks.
i died and someone else
built them instead.
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A POEM BY MARIE-ANDRÉE AUCLAIR

The trees are still in the game
inspired by http://www.nexusmods.com/skyrim/mods/60220/?
with elements borrowed from the FAQ replies
I check words
like I visit familiar trees
dig up roots, rummage through foliage.
My eyes read unsolicited translations
re-mix letters in bird-words fleeting in the trees.
I looked up Verdant
verdoyer, a green awhirl around branches
dancing through leaves to the tune of the breeze
a familiar green until I am told
all that green grass
can kill my frame rate
slow my game but
I won’t lose the trees.
Says I need set a decent rig
my eyes on maxi-grass
pampas grass, blue grass, switchgrass,
maiden-grass, fescue and liriope
says to pick a moderate density
for optimal verdancy effects.
Repeat.
Too much grass will kill my frame rate
but the trees will still be in the game.
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My distant trees show purple at night
I need a plug-in to mod the forest
switch max grass to mini
immerse myself in textured weather
un-bleak the dynamic snow
Trees are still in the game, green.
My enblocal, in-block-all, end-black hole
isn’t accurate. Lucky me
damage is negligible, I’m safe enough
to raise my inner grass size to 50.

(next stanza)

On my way rooting around Verdant
I met an interactive forest,
enhancement a mere 25 dollars.
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A POEM BY SJEF FRENKEN

On First Looking at Rodin’s
“Christ and Magdalene”
With thanks to Eric Jensen, SJ for giving me the idea.

In all the Roman churches, above the altar
He hangs, in classic style or crude
In a pose that doesn’t go against the senses
His privates covered; a respectful nude
It would not do to have Him hang there
On two crossed beams beneath sardonic name;
Naked, without a modest loincloth:
Crucifixion a lesser punishment than shame.
Rodin was there, those last few moments,
And fixed it in that cold stone pose
Saw Magdalene for love, divine or earthly;
Saw her, disciple there, shed all her clothes
And press her flesh against the one she loved
To cover His nakedness with her own
Perhaps to show the crowd of gawkers
That in the end He was not alone.
With Him forsaken by His Father, and rabble at His feet
She made her mystic gesture and laid claim
To be His desperate robe and shield,
And more than that, to share His shame.
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Nailed through His hands to a slab of marble
The figures smooth; the stone cross rough
It would seem Rodin has left his work unfinished
But no, he’s done; he’s said more than enough.
3 October 2015
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A POEM BY EVAN HOSKINS

so, anxiety
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A POEM BY EMMA LOU BECKETT

last
and i could drink the bitter plants some still gripping the taste of soil
			

to feel myself grow warm and liquid.

and i could breathe at last with the grit of dirt under my tongue
weighing down my sore and fitful lungs.
			
and i could hold the time still
when it seemed to be the only thing still moving at this unprecedented depth
and i could sleep at last that i could stay in this
guest bedroom laquered with satin and potpourri
		
		

and i could meet her (Charlotte) in the garden
just before the spring laying out the seeds

and i could peer through the fence to catch a glimpse of eternity.
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A POEM BY JEREMY DAVIS

Think of me in Winter
Watch the last leaf of autumn before it falls,
For it is my hand, waving
following my voice into the earth.
Where you walk, I will whisper,
With breath as cold as winter.
Keep watching the leaf,
Still tinged red in November,
Holding on, not desperate, but waiting
For a word, spoken in the wind,
Carried over your head and under your feet,
Everywhere you are
That I am not.
And when that leaf falls,
Remember it as a victory!
If you cry, cry my name from the tops of trees,
So your breath can mingle with mine in the wind.
Shout my name into the storms of February,
And I will answer in the ponderous howl of falling snow,
Too slow for anyone else to hear.
Think of me in winter,
When the air is ice
So thick you cannot move.
I will be the wind that crawls under your coat.
The touch of frost against your skin will be my kisses,
Cold enough to burn.
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A POEM BY CLARISSA FORTIN

The Centipede.
We meet in the kitchen at 2am.
I’m in my toothpaste-stained dressing gown.
You’re sporting 15 pairs of hair-slim legs.
I stare down your faceted eyes wondering what I look like from all
those receptors. Like the hideous spawn of a worm and a porcupine?
Because that’s what you look like. You look like the writhing child
of Satan: a yellow-grey nightmare on dainty little feet.
I knew from the moment I saw you that it was my sanity or your
life.
Maybe if you hadn’t brushed against my hand when you galloped
up out of the drain, maybe if it wasn’t 2am maybe if I could find it
in my soul to rationalize that you are a harmless creature, a spider,
wasp, cockroach and bed bug devourer, a uniquely fascinating
nocturnal hunter that grooms and mates and survives alongside me
as a co-habitor on this earth, maybe if the way you exist wasn’t so
deeply offensively disturbing to me personally maybe things would
end differently.
“Who sent you?” I ask.
It’s 2am and I think I’m Robert Frost talking to a white spider on
a white heal-all, I think I’m being decisive against “darkness to
appall” sent from a cruel God when I pursue your speeding body
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across the counter and triumphantly slam the Tupperware
container down trapping you underneath.
I weight it down with books knowing how your respiratory system
works, how it cannot abide dehydration.
And that is it.
I leave you there. Scuttle back to my room.
Lay in the dark air and think of you circling disgustingly until you
suffocate.
I twist in my sheets and I twist in my mind troubled to find it a
sometimes-hostile place: hard as an uncaring God and ugly as a
harmless centipede.
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A POEM BY JOHN GREY

Paddling Poem
A duck glides
across the pond
with such grace.
Does it help to know
that its webbed feet
are madly paddling?
No, I didn’t think so.
The human disconnect
is not as becoming
as a water fowl’s.
Even at rest,
the parts of you
are madly paddling.
It’s just not in you
to disguise them well.
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PROSE BY BRITTANY GREIER

Her Husband is a Jealous Man
I stood alone in the tent. It was hot. The layers of the tent were
thick and oppressive, cutting me off from the cool of the night. My
muscles were tight, my blood beating in my body, as I stood before an
ornate curtain of woven blue, scarlet, and purple thread. The curtain was
skillfully designed with many strange and mysterious creatures. Some
had horns, others had human faces, but all of them had six wings covering their bodies. It is this holy curtain that showed the forms of the great
beings, servants of my God.
My husband is a jealous man. He’s not wicked, and I often take
his jealousy as a symbol of his love for me, but his jealousy has led to
wickedness this time. It has bred doubt, mistrust, and suspicion. My
husband’s jealousy isn’t completely unwarranted. People say that I’m the
most beautiful woman in our camp. Sometimes, I feel the eyes of men on
me as I draw water from the well. It makes me nervous, but I never return
the gaze. They look at me differently than my husband does. Hungrily.
I felt a single drop of sweat trace a line down my back, beneath
my clothes, as I wiped the salt from my brow. I looked down anxiously
at my gently protruding belly, stroking it, a habit that developed over the
past couple months. With the conception of our first child, my husband
has scrutinized me even more severely than before. He must know, with
certainty, that the child is his. When he confronted me about his suspicions, he looked at me with such an evil eye, such an envy, that terrified
me. Nothing I said could quench his suspicion, no confession of fidelity
would ease his searching eye. He demanded that I be brought before the
camp council to be tested. He had to be sure, and only God could set his
jealous heart at ease.
The roof of the tent seemed to sag under the weight of the fabric,
the walls seemed to lean inward. I felt as if I would collapse. I had begged
him to spare me from this public humiliation and the risk of losing our
child, but he was mad, crazed with a desire for assurance. I love him, but
this flaw of his, this crack in his otherwise smooth character, is cleaving
us apart. Tonight, before the assembly of the camp, before our leader, the
Great Shepherd, and before God I stood, ashamed under their
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speculation before I entered the tent of judgement.
The strong smell of burning spices, cinnamon, and oil, mixed
with the smell of cow hides, was suffocating. The light flickering from
the lamp stands was a dark light. The heavy curtain to the tent opened
and I heard the jangle of sacred stones hitting one another as the Great
Shepherd entered. I kept my head down and rested my hands on my belly
which grew its own sacred treasure. The Great Shepherd walked, taking
each step reverently, toward the stone altar that stood erect before the
curtain of God. He held my husband’s grain offering of jealousy, a
reminder of his inability to trust me. The Great Shepherd approached me
but I lowered my gaze. He came towards me with the jealousy offering,
took my hands, cupped them around the bowl, and left me holding my
husband’s guilt. I clutched the thin clay bowl tightly so as not to drop it,
but feared it break in my anxiety. The Great Shepherd went around me
and roughly pulled out the pins that held my tightly bound hair in a bun,
the sign of womanhood in our camp. I shut my eyes tightly, embarrassed
as my thick black hair tumbled loosely down my back. The Great
Shepherd knelt before me and collected some of the dust at my bare feet. I
was torn between opening my eyes and looking down at him, indignantly,
or keeping them shut and blocking out the sights, the smells, everything.
I decided to stare at the dull white flour in my hands instead. The Great
Shepherd rose, still not looking at me, and went to a solid gold pitcher
of holy water near the altar. He poured it into a bronze bowl and placed
the dust from the ground into the water. Raising it, he turned to me and
spoke,
“If you have defiled yourself, your husband, and your marriage
by making yourself intimately known by another man, who is not your
husband, may this holy water bring upon you a curse: that your abdomen
may rot, that your thigh may swell, and that you will remain childless all
the days of your life. This will be a sign to our community that God has
cast judgement upon you and that you are cursed. Yet if you have not
done this wicked thing, but have remained faithful and pure, let this holy
water pass through you without harm. This will be a sign to our
community that you are not cursed, but that God has declared you faithful.”
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“HELLO DEATH” BY VANESSA FLEISING,
CONTE AND CHARCOAL ON PAPER, 18” X 24”, 2009

“May it be as you have said,” I whispered into the pale flour.
The Great Shepherd brought the holy water of my judgement to
a golden table at the side of the tent, and wrote all the things I had agreed
to, under oath, on a scroll with dark sticky ink. He washed the ink, before
it dried, from the slick surface of the scroll into the holy water.
I shook as he raised the bronze bowl containing the warm, deadly
liquid to my lips. I drank slowly, my stomach churning as the ink of the
curse swirled on the surface of the bitter water, blackening my lips. With
the last of the liquid drained down my throat, under the watchful eye of
the Great Shepherd, I felt faint, my vision blurring. I stumbled and nearly
dropped the bowl containing the jealousy offering, but the Great
Shepherd grabbed it from me. Falling to my knees I clutched my stomach
as if to protect my unborn child from the poisons that now attacked my
body. I became vaguely aware of the smell of fire as the Great Shepherd
turned his back to me and began to burn the jealousy offering on the
stone altar. I lay down, weak, my cheek resting on the rough woven rug as
the lights began to dim.
As I faded, mystical creatures came into my peripheral vision.
Creatures with feathers and terrible animal faces that had no definition
when I tried to focus on them. It was as if images had dethatched
themselves from the ancient curtain, danced around the room and come
to life, taking the forms of the heavenly beings. Out of the shapes that
surrounded me, a hand emerged and touched my belly. Then from
beneath a wing, another creature reached out and placed a hand beneath
my thigh. The hands were cool and soothing. A voice came, very close to
me, and spoke into my ear something that I didn’t understand, but felt. It
filled me with peace. My child and I would survive. I slipped into
darkness in the presence of those unearthly creatures.
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A POEM BY ALICIA LAWRENCE

Wise
I used to see Wise, the one exception who dismantled locks, slipped
through knots. He was like frozen sky made glaciers in reverse,
waiting cold in deliberate eyes, stare like chiseled stone picked clean
polished smooth, made to marble. He left no known to distract me,
my aim to mark at hairline crack, expose hollow behind a wall, pinpoint how his eyes might shatter into light. Wise was both a tower
tumbling and the flawlessness of the fall.
Since then, every passing day must have meant a gyprock chip, a
fragment crumbling – like a note forgotten reread/misread
misunderstood.
Wise is melting into everything. A magnifying glass held to the sun
is a sniper’s line on him. While his breath is all the world, and there
is no end to where he begins. Truth, I would do almost anything for
him.
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PROSE BY JAKUB RACEK

Pest
“I wanted to throw my coffee in his face.”
His eyes don’t blink. He accepts the violence in her frustration.
“How could anyone say a thing like that? I was only following orders.”
The cat jumps out of her lap, its movement muted by its calloused paws.
“People are assholes.”
He rubs her back as they sit silently on the couch before he whispers into
her ear. His words are too soft, inaudible from my position. A playful grin
rises from the corner of her mouth—my best guess: a seductive proposition. He shows his support with the emotional intelligence of an animal
in heat. Resolution in the bedroom is how it always ends. They’ll be waking the neighbours in no time.
She licks her bottom lip but continues her tirade.
“One more scene like this and I’m done. I can’t work for someone whose
power trips disregard all sense of reason. It’s abusive.”
The kettle rattles on the stovetop before he can respond. As he stands,
the parquet floor resonates beneath me like shifting tectonic plates. He
enters the kitchen and opens the tin of loose-leaf tea. The revolting scent
of citrus fills the room before he scoops the leaves into her favourite mug,
boldface: NEVER HALF-EMPTY.
“How’s your novel coming along?”
He changes the subject as if the tea has persuasive properties.
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“It’s ok. Sort of a narrative mess though. It’s like I have one mouth with
two voices. One of them has to go.”
He pours the honey in. A drop falls to the retro-tiled floor but he doesn’t
wipe it—lucky me.
“Just try to put yourself in the reader’s shoes. Step outside yourself.”
He hands her the mug and the steam makes her face sweat. Flashbacks
tickle my mind. That perspired face—the one she wears on the treadmill.
Running from her problems as her surroundings remain the same.
She sips the scalding liquid calmly; her lips likely numb from distracting
thoughts.
“My therapist says I’m simply manifesting my conflicts with identity.”
She reaches down her shirt and scratches between her shoulder blades
where her cardinal tattoo lies. I saw it the other day. The big red bird
drowning in the shower.
“Do you agree with her?”
He lays his head across her lap in place of the cat.
“I see where she’s coming from. My mind is a mess these days.”
She runs her fingers through his freshly cut hair. She cut it in the bathroom yesterday. The discarded remains are still littered on the floor.
“It’s pretty clear to me—you’re a brilliant writer.”
She lowers her head and kisses him.
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“You’re sweet.”
He places his hand on the back of her neck and pulls her closer. Such
intimacy. How I long for it. The barren floor’s inanimate tactility lacks the
warmth I desire—a warmth only produced by the presence of another.
Will I ever step off this wretched surface and fulfil my carnal appetite?
I make my move.
“Silverfish!”
The rubber sole of death rains down upon me. Its dark shadow marks my
bitter end—[squish].
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